Catalytic Mechanisms of Sulfur-Doped Graphene as Efficient Oxygen Reduction Reaction Catalysts for Fuel Cells
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ABSTRACT: Density functional theory (DFT) was applied to study sulfur-doped graphene clusters as oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) cathode catalysts for fuel cells. Several sulfur-doped graphene clusters with/without Stone–Wales defects were investigated and their electronic structures, reaction free energy, transition states, and energy barriers were calculated to predict their catalytic properties. The results show that sulfur atoms could be adsorbed on the graphene surface, substitute carbon atoms at the graphene edges in the form of sulfur/sulfur oxide, or connect two graphene sheets by forming a sulfur cluster ring. These sulfur-doped graphene clusters with sulfur or sulfur oxide locating at graphene edges show electrocatalytic activity for ORR. Catalytic active sites distribute at the zigzag edge or the neighboring carbon atoms of doped sulfur oxide atoms, which possess large spin or charge density. For those being the active catalytic sites, sulfur atoms with the highest charge density take a two-electron transfer pathway while the carbon atoms with high spin or charge density follow a four-electron transfer pathway. It was predicted from the reaction energy barriers that the sulfur-doped graphene could show ORR catalytic properties comparable to platinum. The prediction is consistent with the experimental results on S-doped graphene.

1. INTRODUCTION

High conversion efficiency, high power density, quiet operation, and no pollution are the remarkable advantages of fuel cells for various applications. However, the kinetics of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) on cathode is sluggish without catalysts.1,2 In principle, the ORR can process through direct four-electron transfer pathway, 

\[ \text{O}_2 + 4 \text{H}^+ + 4e^\rightarrow 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \]

or two-electron transfer pathway in which hydrogen peroxide formed, \n
\[ \text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \]

The former pathway is expected to occur to achieve high efficiency. Thus, a route to search for an efficient catalyst is to determine if this catalyst facilitates the four-electron pathway. So far, the most effective electrocatalyst for ORRs on cathode is Pt or its alloys, which proceeds through four-electron transfer.3,4 However, the high cost, limited supply, poor durability, and stability of Pt have hindered the large-scale application of fuel cells. Therefore, the search for new nonprecious metal5–8 or metal-free9–12 catalysts with high activity and practical durability has received a great deal of interest.

Graphene, a two-dimensional monolayer structure of sp² hybridization carbon, has attracted great attention in a wide range of fields, such as electronics,13,14 sensors,15,16 batteries17,18 and catalysts,19 due to its exceptional properties.20–22 Both theoretical and experimental studies have revealed that doped heteroatoms such as nitrogen and boron can modify their electrical properties and chemical activities.23 Recently, studies have confirmed that N-doped carbon materials, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs),24 graphene,25 and mesoporous graphitic arrays,26 exhibit high electrocatalytic activity and CO tolerance in comparison to conventional platinum catalysts for ORR and are promising candidates for replacing Pt-based catalysts. B-doped27 and N/B-codoped graphene28 also show high catalytic property for ORR. The high activity of these doped graphenes (nitrogen, nitrogen/boron) may be attributed to the polarized distribution of spin and charge density29,30 which are caused by the introduced heteroatoms. More recently, sulfur-doped graphene has been synthesized by using different methods,12,31,32 which exhibits competitive catalytic activities compared to nitrogen-doped graphene and even better catalytic activities than commercial Pt/C. Experimental results show that the onset potential and the number of transferred electrons per oxygen for S-doped graphene are close to those for the nitrogen-doped graphene.12,19 The sulfur-doped graphene expands the family of metal-free carbon-based nanomaterials as a new electrocatalyst to replace Pt in fuel cells.

Density functional theory (DFT) is an effective theoretical method to study the electronic property of catalytic materials and ORR pathways. The prominent pathway of ORR in proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell and the kinetics of the proposed nonelectrochemical reactions were studied by using the DFT method.33 The mechanisms of ORR on carbon...
et al., who took the solvent, surface coverage, and adsorbates ORR on N-doped graphene in an alkaline environment by Yu structures.

These sulfur-doped graphene clusters show electrocatalytic their catalytic mechanism for ORR in an acidic environment. Graphene. In this work, using DFT calculation, we studied the ORR pathway. Although the nitrogen/boron-doped graphenes have been studied theoretically, little work was done on the sulfur-doped graphene, and their effect on the ORR. Sulfur belongs to the p-block of the periodic table, which have unique electronic structures (p orbitals in the outermost shell) similar to nitrogen, but with different electronegativities. It is of interest to explore the catalytic mechanism of S-doped graphene. In this work, using DFT calculation, we studied the doping structure of sulfur atoms on the graphene clusters and their catalytic mechanism for ORR in an acidic environment. These sulfur-doped graphene clusters show electrocatalytic activity for ORR, which strongly depends on their doping structures.

2. METHODS

B3LYP hybrid density functional theory (DFT) of Gaussian 09 (Revision A. 02; Gaussian, Inc.: Wallingford, CT, 2009) was employed with a basis set of 6-31G (d,p). Four possible types of sulfur-doped graphene clusters (SGC) were considered, as schematically shown in Figure 1. Type one is sulfur atoms adsorbed on the surface of the graphene cluster (C_{100}H_{26}S). Type two represents the sulfur atom substitution at the zigzag or armchair edge of the graphene cluster (C_{99}H_{25}S). In Type three, the sulfur atom substitutes the carbon atoms at the graphene edge (zigzag and armchair) in the form of −C−SO−C − (C_{99}H_{25}SO_{2}). The last type is two pieces of graphene − (C_{99}H_{25}SO_{2}). The former two peaks were corresponding to 2p_{3/2} and 2p_{1/2} positions of thiophene-S due to their spin−orbit coupling. The third peak related to some oxidized sulfur. Binding energies around 162.0 eV (S−H) and higher than 165.5 eV were not found. So the sulfur are inferred to be mainly doped at the edges or on the surface of graphene in the form of −C−S−C− or −C−SO−C−. To reduce the calculation expense and show the effect of sulfur bonding structures on the local electronic properties of graphene at the same time, we model a sheet of graphene with 100 carbon atoms, the edged carbon atoms of which are terminated by hydrogen atoms. These graphene clusters are large enough to study the local effect of doping while having good computational efficiency. In these doped graphene clusters, Stone−Wales defects were also introduced to study defect effects. Stone−Wales defects are one type of important topological defects in sp²-bonded carbon materials, which could affect the electronic property of graphene. The optimization structures of all these sulfur-doped graphene clusters were calculated by using the DFT. Formation energies of these SGC were calculated as follows: $E_f = E_{graphene} + \mu_C + (E_{graphene} + \mu_{S/oxy})$, where $E_{graphene}$ is the energy of SGC, $E_{graphene}$ is the energy of the corresponding graphene cluster, $\mu_C$ is the chemical potential of C, and $\mu_{S/oxy}$ is the chemical potential of S or sulfur oxide (SO₂), respectively.

The ORR processes were simulated to explore possible reaction pathways in the presence of SGC. In an acidic environment, a unified mechanism for the first reduction step, which combines Damjanovic’s proton participation in the first electron reduction step and Yeager’s dissociative chemisorptions of O₂, is summarized as follows as Path I

$$O_2 + H^+ \rightarrow OOH^+$$  (1)

$$OOH^+ + e^- \rightarrow *OOH$$  (2)

or Path II

$$O_2 + e^- \rightarrow *O−O^−$$  (3)

$$*O−O^− + H^+ \rightarrow *OOH$$  (4)

where the asterisk represents a chemisorption site on the graphene cluster. In Path I, O₂ first reacts with a proton to form OOH ÷ and then adsorb on active sites of the graphene cluster after the first electron transmission was completed. To examine this reaction path, we set an OOH molecule near the graphene cluster plane at a distance of 1.5−3 Å, and then observed if it adsorbs on the graphene surface. We also set the O₂ molecule near the graphene to check whether it could adsorb at the potential catalytic active sites or not. After the first electron transformation, the succeeding electron transforming was
simulated by adding H atoms in the system. For each step, we obtained the transition state structures and optimized structures, and calculated the reaction energy barrier $\Delta E_b$ and reaction free energy $\Delta G$.

$\Delta E_b$ is defined as the difference between the energy of transition structures ($E_T$) and initial structures ($E_I$), $\Delta E_b = E_T - E_I$, and $\Delta G$ is the difference between free energies of the final and initial states given by the following expression:

$$\Delta G = \Delta E + \Delta ZPE - T \Delta S,$$

where $\Delta E$ is the reaction energy calculated by the difference of chemical potential between product and reactant molecules adsorbed on the catalyst surface, obtained from DFT calculations of optimization structures, ZPE is the zero point energy, $S$ is the entropy, which are obtained by calculating the frequency of optimization structure, and $T$ is the temperature. For the reaction with negative reaction free energy, it would occur spontaneously.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1. Doped Graphene Clusters and Formation Energy

Figure 1 shows four possible sulfur-doping graphene clusters, namely, sulfur chemisorption on surface, S substitution at edge, SO$_2$ substitution at edge, and sulfur ring clusters, which have been described in detail in the Methods section. The formation energies of these sulfur-doped graphenes were calculated and are listed in Table 1. The formation energies for sulfur adsorbing on the graphene surface (Figure 1a) are negative, but they are positive for sulfur or sulfur oxide substitution at the edges of graphene clusters (Figure 1b–e) or sulfur ring cluster connecting graphene clusters (Figure 1f). Therefore, compared to the sulfur (or sulfur oxide) edge substitution (Figure 1b–e) or sulfur ring cluster connecting graphene (Figure 1f) sulfur adsorption on the graphene surface is energetically favorable. In the presence of Stone–Wales defects on the graphene cluster, the formation energies of sulfur-doped graphene clusters are lower than those of perfect graphene.

#### Table 1. Formation Energy (eV) of S-Doped Graphene Clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>graphene clusters</th>
<th>surface adsorption P 1</th>
<th>surface adsorption P 2</th>
<th>zigzag edge substitution</th>
<th>armchair edge substitution</th>
<th>SO$_2$ - zigzag edge substitution</th>
<th>SO$_2$ - armchair edge substitution</th>
<th>ring clustering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>without defect</td>
<td>−1.46</td>
<td>−1.73</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with defect</td>
<td>−2.60</td>
<td>−2.31</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Atomic charge density and spin density distributions on the S-doped and pure graphene clusters. Atomic charge density distribution on S-adsorbed graphene clusters with (a) perfect structure and (b) one Stone–Wales defect; (c) atomic charge density and (d) spin density distributions on perfect graphene cluster with substituting S at the zigzag edge; (e) atomic charge density and (f) spin density on SO$_2$-doped graphene with a Stone–Wales defect; atomic charge density on (g) sulfur ring cluster connecting two pieces of graphene clusters and (h) pure graphene cluster. The colors of the balls stand for relative values of charge and spin density. The density decreases linearly from positive to negative values in the color order of red, orange, yellow, green, and blue. Sulfur and oxygen atoms are labeled with S and O, respectively. The unlabeled small and large balls represent H and C, respectively.
clusters. So Stone–Wales defects facilitate sulfur doping on the graphene clusters. This may be attributed to the fact that defects change the local charge distribution and crystal lattice. For the edge substitution, the difference in the formation energy between the perfect and the defective graphene cluster is ~0.36 eV, lower than that of the sulfur (sulfur oxide) adsorbing on the graphene surface or the sulfur ring cluster graphene. Thus, Stone–Wales defects at the center of the graphene cluster have a weak effect on the sulfur edge substitution. For the same graphene cluster, the formation energy of sulfur atoms (sulfur oxide) at the zigzag edge is always lower than that of the armchair one, suggesting that sulfur (sulfur oxide) is preferable to substitute the carbon atoms at the zigzag edge.

3.2. Active Catalytic Sites of the S-Doped Graphene Clusters. We calculated spin and charge densities of each atom of the sulfur-doped graphene clusters and determined possible ORR catalytic active sites on these doped structures on the basis of these spin and charge density distributions. It was shown in our prior work29,30 that the ORR catalytic active sites are closely related to the charge and spin density distributions. Figure 2 shows the atomic charge and spin density distributions on the sulfur-doped and pure graphene clusters. For the sulfur-adsorbed graphene surface, the sulfur atom does not introduce an extra unpaired electron, therefore, the graphene does not exhibit additional spin density. The charge density, on the other hand, redistributes on the perfect or defective (Stone–Wales defects) S-doped graphene cluster (Figure 2a,b). Specifically, carbon atoms designated with the numbers 11, 15, 89, and 93 at the zigzag edge possess higher positive charge density around 0.17. These carbon atoms may be the catalytic active sites for ORR. To test this hypothesis, we have calculated the adsorption of OOH or O₂ species on these sites by setting them near these potential catalytic sites. The adsorption of OOH or O₂ species is the first step necessary for the graphene to catalyze the ORR. The results show that both OOH and O₂ can adsorb on these atoms located at the zigzag edge of graphene with Stone–Wales defects but cannot on the graphene without Stone–Wales defects. Thus, those S-adsorbed graphene could have catalytic activities depending on the Stone–Wales defects. Here, the defects play an important role in facilitating the ORR. Compared to the perfect graphene cluster, the sulfur-doped graphene surface twisted a little bit when the Stone–Wales defects were introduced, which changed the crystal lattice and local charge distribution on the graphene cluster.

Panels c and d of Figure 2 show the atomic charge and spin density distributions on the graphene cluster with substitutional sulfur atoms located at the zigzag edge, respectively. Similar to those above, the atoms with high charge density are also located at the zigzag edge. Furthermore, spin density is also introduced on the atom at the edge. For example, the edge carbon atoms 11 and 15 possess the highest charge density of 0.19 among the carbon atoms. For spin density, edge atom 10, with the largest value of 0.39, and edge atoms 6 and 14, with the second largest value of 0.27, are found on the graphene. In addition, the sulfur atom (number 88) possesses a maximum positive charge density of 0.22. Similar spin and charge density distributions can be found on the defective graphene structures with sulfur oxide atom at the armchair edge (Figure 2c,f). Besides, the neighboring carbons at the doped sulfur oxide also have high spin and charge densities. Here, again, the Stone–Wales defects make the sulfur-doped graphene clusters polarized more atoms with higher spin and charge density can be found on the doped graphene cluster with Stone–Wales defects than those on the perfect one, suggesting that the defects could generate more catalytic active sites to ORR. For the sulfur ring cluster connecting two pieces of graphene cluster, these atoms with higher charge density are also at the zigzag edge or neighboring the sulfur atoms on the graphene clusters, but the value is less than 0.19 (Figure 2g). We have tested these atoms with the high charge or spin density and confirmed that all these atoms with charge density larger than 0.20 and spin density larger than 0.15 can adsorb OOH or O₂, and could be potential active sites for ORR. To demonstrate the effect of the doped sulfur atom, we also calculated the charge density distribution on the pure graphene cluster. As shown in Figure 2h, there is no spin density on the pure graphene cluster, and the maximum value of charge density is 0.17. The overall charge distribution is similar to that on the graphene cluster having sulfur atom chemisorption. OOH or O₂ could not adsorb on any of its carbon atoms with higher charge density. Thus the catalytic capability of the pure graphene is limited.

3.3. ORR Pathway on Sulfur-Doped Graphene. 3.3.1. Two-Electron Transfer Paths. Once an OOH is adsorbed on the doped graphene surface, the next step of the ORR could be the O=O bond break, which represents four-electron transfer. Otherwise, the ORR is a two-electron transfer. We have examined all the possible active sites selected on the basis of large positive charge density and spin density, and simulated the reaction when a proton is added to the position near adsorbed OOH. We found that the ORR is either four-electron or two-electron transfer depending on the doping structures. In the case of the sulfur atom being the catalytic active site, two OOH species can adsorb on the S atom (Figure 3a). The distance between adsorbed oxygen (OOH) and sulfur atoms decreased to 1.8 Å from the original distance of 3.0 Å after structural optimization. Thus, the S–O covalent bond
formed and the OOH chemically adsorbed on the S atom. As two more H atoms were set near the oxygen atoms of two OOH species, they adsorbed to the oxygen atoms in OOH molecules that were bonded to the sulfur atom, respectively. The bonds between sulfur and oxygen atoms break in the reaction, resulting in the formation of two H2O2 molecules. Finally, H2O2 molecules moved away from the graphene surface. The final distance between the H2O2 and graphene is 3.5 Å (Figure 3b).

### 3.3.2. Four-Electron Transfer Paths.

For these carbon atoms with large spin or charge density as catalytic active sites, it was found that the four-electron transfer usually occurs. For example, for edge S-doped graphene, OOH was able to adsorb to atom number 10, the carbon with the highest spin density (Figure 4a). When a proton was introduced near the adsorbed OOH, it resulted in rupture of the O–O bond and formation of one water molecule while one oxygen atom still adsorbed on the graphene alone (Figure 4b). As mentioned above, the breakage of the O–O bond is the key step of four-electron transfer, which defines the process being the four-electron transfer pathway. After two protons were successively introduced into the system, as shown in Figure 4c,d, another water molecule formed and departed from the graphene. The final distance between the two water molecules and graphene is 3.4 Å.

The above calculations show that for S-doped graphene those carbons with high charge or spin density facilitate four-electron transfer while the sulfur itself promotes two-electron transfer. As mentioned before, two-electron transfer ORR is inefficient. Although sulfur doping activates carbon atoms as active sites for four-electron transfer ORR, the existence of the sulfur dopants reduces the efficiency of the ORR. However, among these doping structures, the −SO2− bonding structure (Figure 1d,e) does not catalyze the two-electron transfer reactions while it activates carbon atoms for ORR. We thus suggest that the catalytic efficiency may be improved by introducing −SO2− bonding structures during the graphene doping process.

### 3.4. Reaction Free Energy and Energy Barriers.

Reaction free energy ΔG was calculated for each substep of the ORR over sulfur-doped graphene clusters. For the first electron-transfer process, ΔG was determined for two different mechanisms (Paths I and II) since Damjanovic’s proton participation reactions and/or Yeager’s dissociative mechanism may occur on the same graphene. Values of ΔG for two- and four-electron transfer pathways are listed in Table 2. For the

### Table 2. Reaction Free Energy, ΔG (eV), of Two-Electron and Four-Electron Transfer Reaction Processes on Sulfur-Doped Graphene with and without Stone–Wales Defects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sub-reactions</th>
<th>no defects</th>
<th>defects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>two-electron transfer pathway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>path I O2 + H* + e− → OOH</td>
<td>−1.20</td>
<td>−1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>path II O2 + H* + e− → OOH</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four-electron transfer pathway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>path I O2 + H* + e− → OOH</td>
<td>−1.45</td>
<td>−1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>path II O2 + H* + e− → OOH</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No defects and defects stand for these graphene clusters without and with Stone–Wales defects, respectively; the asterisk refers to chemi-adsorption on graphene; CF stands for calculation convergence failure; DA stands for O2 dis-adsorption on graphene.*
first electron transmission of the two-electron transfer ORR on the graphene cluster with sulfur atoms being the catalytic active sites, Damjanovic’s proton participation reactions 1 and 2 seem to be energetically unfavorable if these two reactions occur separately because $\Delta G$ is negative (−1.20 eV) for reaction 1 but positive (1.03−1.05 eV) for reaction 2. However, these two reactions could occur if one-electron transfer takes place to form OOH in the solvent, followed by the adsorption of the neutral OOH on the graphene. For four-electron transfer which takes place at carbon active sites, reactions 1 and 2 could occur successively as $\Delta G$ for them is all negative. For the two-electron transfer ORR, Yeager’s dissociation might not occur because $O_2$

Figure 5. Reaction energy diagram of ORR on (a) sulfur- and (b) sulfur oxide-doped graphene clusters.
could not adsorb on any potential catalytic active sites. For the four-electron transfer, O, adsorption and the following proton reactions (reactions 3 and 4) could occur successively, as the values of $\Delta G$ are all negative.

After the first electron transfer whether the reactions follow Path I or II, the intermediate products are the same, OOH adsorbed on the graphene. The reaction free energy of all subreactions for two- or four-electron transfer paths is negative for these sulfur-doped graphenes, indicating that the reaction process would be energetically favorable. In our models, the two-electron transfer usually occurs at the S-doped sites, which possesses the highest positive charge density, while the four-electron transfer proceeds mostly on carbon atoms with the high positive spin or charge density. Thus, both sulfur- and sulfur oxide-doped graphene would show high catalytic activities. For the sulfur-adsorbed graphene, the presence of Stone–Wales defects is critical for the graphene to catalyze ORR.

We have compared our calculations with the experimental results for sulfur-doped graphene clusters. For the two-electron transfer reaction, $\text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_2$, our simulation predicts that the free energies are $-1.50$ and $-1.51$ eV for those sulfur-doped graphene clusters without and with Stone–Wales defects, respectively, which are close to the experimental value ($\Delta G = -1.40$ eV) in standard states. For the four-electron transfer pathway on the sulfur-doped graphene cluster without and with defects, overall reaction $\text{O}_2 + 4\text{H}^+ + 4\text{e}^- \rightarrow 2\text{H}_2\text{O}$, calculated values of $\Delta G$ are $-4.99$ and $-4.90$ eV, which are also close to the experimental results ($\Delta G = -4.92$ eV) in standard states. Thus, both two- and four-electron transfer processes could simultaneously occur in thermodynamics on these sulfur-doped graphene clusters, and the number of electron transfer could be between 2 and 4. This conclusion is consistent with the experimental results that show the number of transferred electrons ranging from 2.51 to 3.82 for the sulfur-doped graphene.

Although the above reactions over the S-doped graphene clusters are thermodynamically favorable, the kinetics of the ORR catalytic activities is determined by energy barriers $\Delta E_b$ of each reaction. It is necessary to determine the transition states and reaction energy barriers of subreactions over the Sulfur-doped graphene cluster. Here taking the reactions on sulfur (shown in Figure 5a) and oxide sulfur (shown in Figure 5b) at the zigzag edge of graphene clusters as examples, we determined the transition states and calculated the reaction energy barriers. For the first reaction step, we found that there is no reaction energy barrier for the OOO molecule adsorbing on the catalytic active sites of the sulfur and oxide sulfur at the zigzag edge of graphene clusters. Since the reaction energies of the first step are $-1.39$ and $-1.49$ eV, respectively, for these two doped graphene clusters, the first step is not a key step affecting the reaction kinetics. The transition states in the second step, the O–O bond breakage, are shown in Figure 5. For the S-doped graphene cluster, the transition state is that the *OOH still adsorbs on the active site of the graphene but a proton is close to OOH with a O–H distance of 1.71 Å (inset of Figure 5a). The energy barrier was calculated to be 0.19 eV for the same reaction over platinum (111). Overall, the doping with $-\text{SO}_2$– bonding structures seems better in terms of the energy barriers and the number of electron transfer. Since the energy barriers are comparable for the same reactions over these materials, the sulfur-doped graphene may show ORR catalytic properties similar to platinum, N-doped graphene, and carbon nanotubes. This prediction has been proved to be consistent with the experimental results on S-doped graphene.

4. CONCLUSION

Four types of sulfur-doping structures, surface S-adsorbed, edge S-substituted, edge SO$_2$-substituted, and sulfur-ring connecting graphene clusters, were proposed based on the experimental results. The formation energy, electronic structures, as well as ORR catalytic activities were calculated via DFT methods. Among these doping structures, surface sulfur adsorption is the most stable structure in terms of formation energy. The active catalytic sites on these S-doped graphene clusters are those carbon atoms located at the zigzag edges or close to the SO$_2$ doping structure, which possess high positive charge density or spin density. Both two-electron and four-electron transfers can occur simultaneously over the S-doped graphene cluster. Two-electron transfer pathways proceed on the substitutional sulfur atom being the catalytic active sites with high charge density while four-electron transfer takes place on the carbon atoms with high positive spin or charge density. The Stone–Wales defects facilitate the formation of surface S-adsorption on graphene as well as the catalytic activities of sulfur-doped graphene, especially for those with sulfur adsorbing on the surface. The results for transition states and reaction energy barriers of ORR subreactions reveal that the sulfur-doped graphene clusters can show competetively catalytic properties compared with platinum, nitrogen-doped carbon nanotube, and graphene.
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